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Important Club Information 
 

Address    Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago 

     8926 N. Greenwood Avenue 

     PMB#139 

     Niles, Illinois 60714 

eMail     info@olympiacoschicago.com 

Contacts John Kosmas 

847-722-4848 | john.kosmas@olympiacoschicago.com 

 Angela Kosmas 

847-722-4840 | angela.kosmas@olympiacoschicago.com 

Important Web Addresses 
 

Olympiacos Chicago 

Website  | www.olympiacoschicago.com 

Instagram  | www.instagram.com/olympiacos_chicago 

Facebook  | www.facebook.com/olympiacoschicago 

Twitter   | www.twitter.com/olympiacoschi 

Team Stuff | www.teamstuff.com 

 

Olympiacos Football Club   | www.olympiacos.org/en 

Illinois Youth Soccer Association  | www.iysa.org 

Northern Illinois Soccer League  | www.northernillinoissoccerleague.com 

Illinois Womens Soccer League  | www.iwsl.com 

US Soccer    | www.ussoccer.com 

US Youth Soccer    | www.usyouthsoccer.org 
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History of the club 
 

Olympiacos was founded on March 10, 1925, in the port of Piraeus, when the members of "Piraikos 

Podosfairikos Omilos FC" (Sport and Football Club of Piraeus) and the "Piraeus Fans Club FC" decided, 

during a historical assembly, to dissolve the two clubs in order to establish a new unified one, with an 

emblem depicting the profile of an Olympic winner. Notis Kamberos announced the name Olympiacos 

and Michalis Manouskos completed it to its full name, Olympiacos Syndesmos Filathlon Pireos. The 

Andrianopoulos brothers, however, were those who significantly raised the reputation of the club and 

added glory to it. Members of a prosperous family, they made the name of Olympiacos known over 

Greece. Yannis, Dinos, Giorgos and Vassilis were the first to play. Leonidas made his appearance later on 

and played for a long time (1927–1935). The club's offensive line, made up of the five brothers, soon 

became legendary. Olympiacos immediately caught the attention of locals, back then their fanbase 

consisted mainly of the working class, with the team filling the Neo Phaliron Velodrome, later to be the 

Karaiskakis Stadium, and becoming Piraeus' champions for the seasons 1925, 1926, 1927. 

In 1926, the Hellenic Football Federation was founded and organized the Panhellenic Championship in 

the 1927–1928 season, the first national championship, where the regional champions from EPSA 

league (Athens), EPSP league (Piraeus) and EPSM league (Thessaloniki) compete for the national title 

through play-offs, with Aris becoming the first champion. Up to 1958–59 the Panhellenic Championship 

was organized this way however the second season (1928–29) Olympiacos came to a dispute with the 

Hellenic Football Federation and did not participate in the championship with Panathinaikos and AEK 

Athens deciding to follow Olympiacos and doing the same. During that season they played friendly 

games with each other and together formed a group called P.O.K.. The fourth Panhellenic Championship 

took place in 1930–31 and found Olympiacos winning the Greek national league title for the first time in 

the history of the club. It was going to be a very successful era. 

By 1940, Olympiacos had already won six championships in eleven seasons and by 1960 they had won 

fifteen championships in twenty-three seasons, as well as nine Greek Cups, making it for six doubles. 

The legendary Olympiacos team of the 1950s, with key performers such as Andreas Mouratis, Ilias 

Rossidis, Thanassis Bebis, Elias Yfantis, Kostas Polychroniou, Giorgos Darivas and Savas Theodoridis, won 

the title six consecutive times, from 1954 to 1959, combining it with the cup in 1957, 1958 and 1959 to 

celebrate the only third double in a row to have ever been won in Greek football history. Hence, 

Olympiacos is also known as Thrylos, meaning 'legend' [4], after this classic side of the 1950s which won 

a hatful of titles. It is worth mentioning that Olympiacos for several seasons was not allowed to make 

use of the Karaiskakis Stadium and, with permission from Panathinaikos, found a temporary home in 

Apostolos Nikolaidis Stadium, the ground of the eternal enemy. 
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Academies 

 
Professional Greek soccer team, Olympiacos Football Club, has selected Chicago as the location for its 

first US soccer club and player development. The club has academies across the world, including Greece, 

Cyprus and Australia. As an official Olympiacos academy, players who attend the soccer club training 

standards set by the team, will adhere to the team's guidelines, and will wear the club's uniforms. 

Young players will have a direct line to the Olympiacos FC resident academy in Greece and the possibility 

to be chosen for first team play. Actual club players, coaches and leadership will visit the local club to 

assist in enhancing the experience of our young players. 

The philosophy governing the operation of the associated soccer clubs is the following: 

 The proper sports and social education of the young athletes in conformity with the values and 

principles of Olympiacos FC. 

 The training of the clubs’ executives in accordance with the Academy’s operational standards 

 The provision of adequate information and support to parents who have a very important role in 

the formation of the young athletes’ personality 

Unification of the Academy and the Football academy 

Since 2011, the Management of Olympiacos F.C. unified the organization and operation of the Academy 
and the network of soccer clubs. 
 
Aim of the unification: 

 To upgrade the cooperation of the networks of the Clubs of Football with the Academy 

 To develop and adopt a single vision and operation philosophy 

 To apply a single education, training, monitoring and evaluation system for the Academy and 

the Clubs of Football 

 To upgrade the network of Clubs from a sports, commercial and social point of view 

 To detect, evaluate and promote the young talented football players in Greece and abroad (US 

& Australia 
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Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago 
 

Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago is a family. Together with the administration, staff, players and all the 

fans, we aim to provide world-class football at a grassroots level of the game. 

Branching off from the Greek parent club, Olympiacos FC, this is our first academy in the USA and it is an 

essential part of the Olympiacos FC youth academy globally. Players who attend the soccer school, 

adhere to the club’s mantra, wear the club uniform and uphold "The Beautiful Game" in a respected and 

passionate way. 

Young players have a direct access to the Olympiacos FC academy in Greece and the possibility to be 

chosen for academy first team play too! 

The purpose of this club network isn’t solely for commercial purposes, it’s for children of all ages to take 

part and experience football and sports in general. The club fosters its players from young ages and 

looks to impart knowledge about the sport and also being a socially responsible citizen to the 

community.  
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Rights & Responsibilities 

 
Players 

Players must attend all practices prepared and ready to play unless prevented by family requirements or 

illness and should call the coach when unable to attend. Prepared and ready means dressed following 

the Olympiacos Chicago uniform code policy for practices, games and events (dress code can be found 

on our website); no jewelry; in good health; and prepared to conduct themselves as a soccer player. 

Players are expected to use good sportsmanship on and off the field. Players may not use profanity. 

Players will not question referee calls, but will direct questions to the coach after the game.  

Coaches 

The club will provide coaches with rosters, player passes, and game cards. Coaches must be accessible 

to players and parents. Coaches must adhere to practice and game schedules.  

Parents 

The Club will provide parents with training and game schedules on our website. Parents must register 

with TEAMSTUFF and install application on their smart phones (available for both Android and iPhone) 

in order to receive club updates about training, games, tournaments and inclement weather.  Parents 

will have open access via the coach, team manager, Club phone, and the Club website. Parents are 

expected to ensure that players get to practices and games on time (minimum 30 minutes before the 

start of the game) and be prepared and ready to play. Parents are also expected to pick up children on 

time after practice. As spectators, parents are encouraged to CHEER rather than coach from the 

sidelines. Questions of the coach should be saved for after the game.  
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Code of Conduct 

Parents, players, coaches, and spectators represent the Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago and Olympiacos 
FC when our teams take the field for either training sessions, games or tournaments. The actions of any 
one person can affect the image of the entire program. This Code of Conduct encourages players and 
parents to work together to demonstrate good sportsmanship and to treat players, coaches, referees, 
and other parents with respect. It also identifies the potential consequences encountered when the 
appropriate behavior is not observed on the sideline. 

Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago shall: 

 Carry out their duties in the interest of all Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago members 

 Not discriminate between the interests of each team 

 Treat all members with respect 

 Ensure proper player development and enjoyment for the game before sacrificing those for a 

full winning team mentality 

 Ensure all critical comments are constructive 

 Ensure a balance between praising and critical comments 

 Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago coaches will assign a designated area or locker room (where 

available) for gathering prior to practices or games so that the kids can get all together with the 

coach to be informed for activities or other subjects related to the team and soccer training 

sessions or games 

Parents shall: 

 Sign up for the team/club newsletter for updates and other pertinent info at our website 

www.olympiacoschicago.com 

 Sign up to receive game/training/tournament updates and other pertinent info at 

www.teamstuff.com as instructed 

 Adhere to the timelines set by Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago in regards to training and games 

 Always inform your kid’s coach if he/she cannot make it to a training session or a game at least 2 

hours prior by email or telephone 

 Make sure that the kids (of younger ages especially) have their ball, shoes, shin guards water 

and appropriate uniforms for training sessions or games in their bags or dressed up prior to the 

activity 

 Understand that they will have to travel with their team for tournaments, friendlies or official 

games 

 Only talk to the coach or team administrator for any concerns or questions  

about their kid(s) or the team 

 Respect the decisions of the Olympiacos Soccer Club directors  

and coaches 

 Always plan ahead for training sessions, games and tournaments 

http://www.olympiacoschicago.com/
http://www.teamstuff.com/
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 Encourage the players with positive comments 

 Refrain from shouting directions at their (or other) children during training session or games 

 Never get involved in confrontational situations with parents from other teams 

 Assist team managers in offering the payment of subscriptions 

 Never verbally abuse the referee 

 Never get involved in violent conduct either on or off the pitch 

 Do not get into coaching tactics of your own from the sideline 

Parents must remember to: 

 Support the Kids.   All kids.  Make positive comments to players, not negative ones.  Don’t groan 
when someone misses the ball.  After a loss or a mistake, don’t malign the players on the other 
team.  Comments should be unfailingly positive and supportive.  Kids take even the mildest criticism 
as a sign you don’t support them.  Your job on the sidelines is to cheer positively for all players and 
to offer a shoulder or hug when everything doesn’t go positively.  
 

 Support the Coaches, even though your kid’s coach isn’t perfect.  Don’t yell instructions to the 
players; that’s the coach’s job and players don’t like to hear instructions from multiple, often 
conflicting, sources.  Don’t complain during the game.  If you have an issue, take it up with the coach 
at least 48 hours after the game (after reflection), out of earshot of your child, other players and 
parents.  Let the coach do the coaching; parents do the cheering. 
 

 Support the Referee, even though referees make mistakes.  If you want your child to learn 

sportsmanship, learn to respect authority and have fun, never criticize the referee.  How many 

parents truly understand the offside rule and have read FIFA’s 20 pages of interpretations?  How 

many understand that a legal charge that knocks a player to the ground is part of the game?  Do you 

know it is not a penalty for a larger player to out-physical a smaller player to win the ball?  Referees 

will make mistakes (and many of the NISL referees are children themselves), but they usually even 

out over the course of the game.  Mistakes are part of the game, and these are, after all, games - 

games as in fun and play.  If parents accept this they can relax and enjoy the game more, and their 

kids will too.  

If you follow these three tenets of support: support the kids, support the coach and support the referee, 
you will enjoy watching your child grow into a young adult enjoying the wonderful game of soccer. 

Players shall: 

 Put sportsmanship first 

 Be responsible for their soccer equipment 

 Always wear their soccer uniform for either training sessions or games. Shin guards are a must. 

No kid will be allowed to attend practice without proper uniforms or shin guards 

 Must always bring a bottle with water or sports drink of their choice. Always be ready ahead of 

training sessions or games in case the there is no locker room available to get dressed 

 Be respectful to coaches, parents, team opponents, and officials 
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 Always attend and pay attention during training sessions or games 

 Always talk to the coach for any concerns or difficulties they might have 

 Be supportive of their teammates, especially when they make a mistake and not complain or 

show negativity towards them whatever happens 

 Always do as they are told by team managers 

 Never use abusive language either on or off the pitch 

 Never get involved in violent conduct with opponents 

 Always accept the decision of the referee 

 Never get involved in violent conduct either on or off the pitch 
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Fair Play 
 

1. Play fair. Winning is not fun if achieved unfairly. Playing Fair makes other respect you. Cheating 

only brings shame. 

 

2. Play to win but loose fairly. Winning is the goal of any game – never play to lose. But if you lose 

do so fairly and you will win respect. Congratulate the winners and try to win the next time. 

 

3. Respect the rules. Sport needs rules in order to be played fairly. The rules of soccer are simple 

and easy to learn. They make soccer fun to play and watch. 

 

4. Respect Everyone. Everyone has the same rights. Opponents, team-mates, referees and 

spectators must be respected. Fair play is about respect. Respect is part of soccer. 

 

5. Promote soccer. Soccer is the world’s greatest game. Help keep it that way. Talk about the 

positive and encourage others to do the same. Be a role model of the game. 

 

6. Promote Fair Play. Soccer is great because fair play is respected. When someone is 

exceptionally fair in soccer, they deserve recognition. Help promote soccer’s image by 

recognizing good deeds. 

 

7. Reject negative influences. Soccer is sometimes exposed to negative outside influences. Do not 

be tempted by drugs, racism, violence, gambling or other dangers. Soccer is sport and sport is 

peace. 

 

8. Help others play fair. Make sure everyone in soccer is playing fair. Do not let them be tempted 

by drugs, racism, violence, gambling or other dangers.  

 

9. Expose the cheats. Say no to cheater’s and report them. It is better to have cheater’s removed 

before they can damage the game. Actively protect the beautiful game of soccer.  

 

10. Soccer for a better world. Soccer’s popularity can help make the world a better place. Use the 

power of soccer to promote peace and equality. Make the world better through soccer.  
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Team Organization 
 

Each team is organized as follows: 

The Head Coach 

A Head Coach will be designated for each Olympiacos team. That Coach will have overall responsibility 

for the team, and he or she should be your first contact in the event of a problem. The coach is 

responsible for team discipline, player substitution, and game tactics. Other Olympiacos Chicago 

Coaches will participate, from time to time, in your team practices and games. Olympiacos Chicago is 

proud of attracting top talent Coaches, and we have made every effort to provide your player with the 

best-available teachers of the game. Please give the Coach your support and assistance. 

Assistant Coaches 

It is desirable, although not always possible, to have at least one Assistant Coach for each team.  

Team Manager 

The Team Manager is an invaluable member of the team organization. At the Olympiacos Chicago travel 

soccer level, the Manager handles many of the administrative aspects of the team, such as team 

telephone list, tournament travel plans, and other items to help the Coach with all of the time-

consuming administrative details. If you are interested in becoming a Team Manager, or assisting the 

Team Manager, please contact your Coach. 

Other Volunteers 

The demands of running a successful soccer program are tremendous. If you have a skill, or no skill but a 

desire to serve, we have an opportunity for you! Some of the Olympiacos Chicago teams keep team 

statistics and a parent is "trainable" as a team statistician. Help in securing a team banner, responsibility 

for keeping and setting up a team tent , assisting with transportation, organizing game refreshments, 

volunteering as a chaperon during tournament trips, are just a few of the many ways in which a parent 

can make a very important contribution to our teams. 
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Team Managers 
 
Team Manager Duties & Responsibilities 
 

Each Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago (OSCC) soccer team is required to have a team manager.  
 

 The Team Manager is the liaison between the coach, parents, players and the Club.  

 The team manager must contact the OSCC Registrar frequently to stay informed about 

upcoming events.  

 Attend all Mandatory meetings, including Manager's Meetings. 

*** Experience has proved good teams and representatives usually go hand in hand. 
 
The Team Manager will perform the following duties or may delegate some of the duties to another 
parent on the team. 
 

A.   Maintain Contact Info for Each Player 

 Collect every player's name, address, birth date, player number, and phone numbers. It is also 

very helpful to collect their parents' names and contact phone numbers. This can be 

accomplished via the OSCC online registration system (working with a club admin) or by 

reaching out to parents. Ensure that all players and parents are registered online. 

 Ensure that all players and parents are part of the www.teamstuff.com team and club website. 

 This information should be put into an organized list and shared with other team members - this 

permits car-pooling and telephone trees to be established more easily. 

B.   Maintain the Team Roster 

 Ensure that the team roster is accurate and up-to-date prior to the start of each game. It is very 

difficult for changes to be made later. Please make every effort to get information early. 

 Inform the OSCC Registrar if there is a change in the roster prior to the start of game. It is very 

difficult to make changes later. Please make every effort to do this prior to the start of a game. 

 Review roster early in season and let OSCC Registrar know if there is any duplication of player 

numbers so another number may be assigned. A number should be unique to a player in any age 

group, not just unique to the team. 

 No player not listed on a team roster may play in a game. 

 Be sure a certified copy of the roster is available for the referee at each game. In the outdoor 

season, this is particularly important. Without the proper documentation, a referee will deny a 

player the right to play on the field, or may cancel a game. The club must pay a penalty fee if this 

occurs. 

C.   Tournaments & Games 

 Report to playing area at least 30 minutes prior to scheduled time. 

http://www.teamstuff.com/
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 The team manager and coach must have an up-to-date roster with complete contact info at 

each game/practice. This info is very valuable if a player is injured and a parent is not present. 

 NISL passes for each player must be ready to present to game officials at each game. 

 A game ball must be available. 

 If home games corner flags must be available. 

 It is helpful to have information about the date and location of the next game and/or practice 

available to share with parents. 

 The Coach or team manager must bring a first aid kit to each game. The club will provide each 

coach with a first aid kit. 

D.   Maintain Communication with Team Parents  

 Team manager is responsible, along with the coach, to notify every player when practices are to 

begin. 

 Keep the "pulse" on the team and parents by listening and passing concerns on to the Club. 

 Team manager is responsible for calling all parents to notify them of a change in game or 

practice schedule. Some teams find a phone tree works, others set up email lists (this can be 

accomplished through the www.teamstuff.com  registration system) , but at all times it is the 

team manager's job to be sure the message made it to all parents. 

 Any extra information needed to register for a tournament must be collected by the team 

manager. 

 In the event that there is a scheduling conflict, the team manage must tally up the number of 

players available for a game as soon as possible. The coach must be notified if there is the 

likelihood of an insufficient number of players so a game may be re-scheduled. (Too short-notice 

forces a forfeit and a penalty is charged against the club). 

 Be sure each parent is aware of the Code of Conduct of the club. 

 Be sure each parent registers to receive the OSCC Newsletter. 

 Be sure each parent "Likes" the OSCC Facebook page (if they have a Facebook account). 
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Teams 

Warm-Up and Cool-Down Routines 

 

Players should be familiar with the movements and stretches mentioned below but if not a brief 
description is given.  Our Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago agility and fitness trainer emphasizes the 
importance of taking the routines seriously and paying attention to form.   

We recommend that a couple of players lead the routines each time to encourage team participation.  
We find when we pass along some responsibility players seem to want to perform better and hold one 
another accountable.  The more we enforce this, the more benefits they players will see. 

Warm-Up 

 
A proper warm-up prepares the body and nervous system for a hard workout, eliminates weak links, and 
improves movement quality to avoid injuries. This will reduce muscle damage incurred during the game 
or practice, so the athlete is less sore the next day.  Warming-up gets the blood flowing, brings fluid to 
joints, and eliminates wastes from the muscles.  Athletes who feel drained before a practice or game, 
find relief with a good warm-up. Research shows that by warming up with dynamic stretches (moving 
while stretching) which actively moves the joints through a full range of motion will enhance muscle 
performance. 

Selecting a couple of players to lead the warm ups is a helpful way to build team participation.  The ideal 
general warm-up begins with very slow running for 6-8 minutes. To wake up the fast twitch muscles the 
athletes should do a few short, hard sprints with a decent recovery between.    After this is completed, 
it’s time for specific warm-up. This requires repetitive movements that take the joints through the full 
range of motion. Start with gentler movements and work toward ballistic actions. Here’s a suggested 
sequence: 

 March touching opposite elbow to knee  

 Frankenstein Walk , kicking opposite straight leg aiming to touch toes with extended arms 

 Gate Openers, lift one knee and rotate it to the other side 

 Gate Closers, lift one knee and rotate in reverse direction 

 Forward/backward arms swings 

 Side-to-side trunk rotations with arms extended outward 

 Walking lunges 

 Forward/backward leg swings 

 Side-to-side leg swings 

 Jogging with high knees 

 Jogging with butt kicks 

Do each of these movements for 30 seconds.  Conclude the warm up with the following stretches 
holding for at least 20 seconds: 

 Kneeling lunge stretching hip flexor on each leg. 

http://running.competitor.com/2014/05/training/essential-drills-for-speed-and-efficiency_58730/2?lc=int_mb_1001
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 Lunge with a twist in opposing direction.  If right leg is lunging, twist left.  Repeat on other side. 

 Standing knee to chest.  

 Straddle forward fold.  Stand wide legged with toes pointing slightly out and fold forward slowly. 

 Two 30 second forearm planks. 

This warm up should be completed before every workout and game and will take 16-20 minutes if done 
correctly.  If the athletes get in the habit of doing this each time, it will become second nature and they 
will begin to reap the many benefits. 

Cool-Down 

 
Just as important is the cool down.  This will also help in preventing any injuries or unnecessary 
soreness. Start with a light jog at a slow pace for a couple minutes. This will keep the muscles from 
tightening up and ridding the body of the built up lactic acid.  It is important to get a good stretch on the 
quads, hamstrings, and calves which have been worked the hardest.  Try these stretches: 

 Standing figure four, cross one leg over the other with the ankle resting on the opposite knee 

 Kneeling lunges leaning into hip flexor 

 Downward facing dog 

 Seated butterfly using elbows to provide resistance  

 Seated forward fold, pointing toes towards face to stretch calves 

 Lying straight, leg to chest with slight bend in the knee 

 Lying spinal twist.  Lying on back bring both knees to chest extend arms straight out palms 

down.  Drop both knees to one side turning head in opposite direction.  Repeat other side. 

Making a good warm up and cool down routine part of the athlete’s daily workouts will aid in better 
flexibility, strength, endurance, agility, and balance.  All of these components will translate to an overall 
better player on the field.  Paying close attention to correct form and alignment is vital throughout the 
entire workout.  Poor form and skipping movements and stretching will only hinder the player.   

Core and Abdominal Exercises for Soccer Players 

 
It is extremely important for soccer players to have a strong and flexible core. It serves as your body’s 
power house and is pivotal in moving quickly and correctly in any which direction. Your core also acts as 
your center of balance and the stronger it is, the less likely you will get pushed off the ball.  Adding a 
core strength portion to your daily routine is easy and requires little to no equipment and the pay offs 
are great!  Here are some movements to do 3-5 times a week in addition to your practices and games.  
Workouts should take 25-30 minutes and can be done anywhere…no excuses.  Make sure to take a 30-
60 second break between sets and exercises. 

 Bicycle - Lie down with knees bent and hands behind the head. With the knees in toward the 

chest, bring the right elbow towards the left knee as the right leg straightens. Continue 

alternating sides like your pedaling.  Complete 4 sets of 25. 

 V-Ups - Lie on your back and bend at the waist as you extend your legs and arms into the air to 

form a “V.” Hold this position for as long as you can.  Complete 2 sets of 15. 
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 Bridge -Lie face up on the floor with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Raise your 

hips so your body forms as straight line from your shoulders to your knees. Pause in the up 

position, then lower your body back to the starting position.  Hold for 1 minute 4 times. 

 Russian Twist with soccer ball - Sit on the floor with knees bent and feet together, lifted a few 

inches off the floor. With the back at a 45-degree angle from the ground, move the arms from 

one side to another in a twisting motion holding a soccer ball. Complete 2 sets of 25. 

 Tuck Jumps - Standing with the knees slightly bent, jump up as high as possible and bring the 

knees in toward the chest while extending the arms straight out. Land with the knees slightly 

bent and quickly jump again.  Complete 2 sets of 25. 

 Inchworm - Stand up tall with the legs straight letting your fingertips touch the floor. Keeping 

the legs straight (but not locked), slowly lower your torso toward the floor, and then walk the 

hands forward. Once in a push-up position, start taking tiny steps so the feet meet the hands. 

Complete for 4-6 times. 

 Mountain Climbers - Assume a push-up position with your arms straight and your body in a 

straight line from your head to your ankles. Without changing the posture of your lower back (it 

should be arched), raise your right knee toward your chest. Pause, return to the starting position 

and repeat with your left leg. That’s one rep. Alternate legs 2 sets of 25. 

 Roll-Ups - Lying on your back, stretch your arms and extend your legs so you form a straight line. 

Bring your arms overhead, and begin to curl your upper body off the floor. When halfway up 

and continue rolling forward to reach your toes. Reverse the movement.  Complete 10 times.   

 Superman - Lie down on your stomach and raise your torso off the floor with your arms 

extended in front of you.  Hold for 30 seconds 4 times. 

 Plank - Lie down on your stomach. Lift your body off the floor with your forearms (elbows at 90° 

degrees) and your toes. Keep your body in a straight position (without arching your back) and 

hold for 30 seconds to one minute 4 times.  Alternate lifting one foot in the air for added 

difficulty.  

 Side Plank - Roll to the side and come up on one foot and elbow. Make sure the hips are lifted 

and the core is engaged, hold for 30-60 seconds 3 times each side. 

 Flutterkick Crunches – Lie flat on your back, and do a flutterkick motion: one leg will be just a 

few inches over and parallel to the ground while the other is straight up above.  Switch leg 

positions rapidly.  You will do a crunch upward each time you switch leg positions 30 times. 

Working on the field is important, but working off the field is the key to progress.  You will notice the 
strength gains when you run and cut- it will provide you with a little more spring that makes all the 
difference when you’re taking on an opponent or going for a 50/50. You’ll get there a split second 
quicker which makes all the difference.  No coach needed for these movements, it’s up to you.   
Feel free to add some push-ups! 
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Nutrition 

 
Nutrition and hydration is a key factor in performance and recovery.  A good rule of thumb to staying 
hydrated and avoid cramping: 

 One to two hours pre-workout, drink 15 to 20 ounces of water 

 15 minutes before workout, drink between 8 and 10 ounces of water 

 During the workout, drink another 8 ounces every 15 minutes. 

 Post workout continue to drink 8 to 10 ounces per hour 

Limit or omit sugary, caffeinated energy drinks which essentially dehydrate the player.  Sports drinks 
may be consumed in addition to water not instead of.  Eating well balanced meals and a restful night’s 
sleep are a good idea to expect peak performance from the athletes.  Continued stretching at home is 
always encouraged. 

Pre Game Meal Nutrition - Your body is your transportation.  Treat your transportation with respect 

and it will withstand your demands. 

For soccer players looking to reach their full playing potential, proper soccer nutrition is essential.  

Nutrition is the fuel that runs our engines. Without proper nutrition, soccer players will not be able to 

push themselves to their full potential during practices and games. Prior to playing, is when nutrition is 

most important because the food we consume will directly provide our bodies with the energy we need. 

Players have to be careful not to consume meals that are too large or eat meals that are too small 

leaving you lack of energy, feeling weak and fatigued during the course of the match. The key is to find a 

healthy medium between the two by PLANNING PROPERLY ahead of time! 

Drink your Water. 
 
Hydration is another vital component of pre-game preparation. Drinking water before soccer exercise 
benefits your on field performance. Water controls the body and temperature, protects vital organs and 
aids the digestive system. If you fail to consume enough water before physical activity you may 
experience dehydration. Dehydration can cause symptoms like weakness, dizziness, nausea and mental 
confusion.  

The American College of Sports Medicine recommends 17 ounces of fluid two hours before exercise, as 
well as enough fluid during exercise to replace the water lost through perspiration. For the first hour of 
exercise use water only. Use electro-light replacement drinks after the first hour of exercising.  
Stay away from soda/soft drinks which are high in sugar and can result in light  
headedness, fatigue and loss in performance. 

Pre Game Tip Pee Test - If your concerned about how much water you should be  
consuming, use the pee test. Prior to game time, your urine should be clear.  
If it is still yellow, you need to drink more water. It is that simple. 

Eating: When and How Much? 

http://the-soccer-essentials.com/2010/06/soccer-conditioning-fitness-and-nutrition/
http://the-soccer-essentials.com/online-soccer-training-zone/
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Eat well the day before an event, especially if you tend to be jittery or unable to tolerate food on the day 
of competition.  

Tournament day is not the time to experiment with unfamiliar food. Eat foods that are familiar to you 
and avoid high fat sauces on pasta and fast food. Carbohydrates help keep the energy level high, while 
fatty foods delay digestion.  
Some athletes avoid eating before competition because they think it will cause stomach cramps and 
nausea. Unless you eat immediately before your event this is unlikely to happen. Your performance 
may suffer though if you don’t eat before your game or competition. For those athletes that avoid 
eating a meal their liver glycogen storage (main source of glucose) can be decreased by as much as 
80% depending on whether they compete in the morning or later in the day.  
 
Take advantage of what a properly timed meal plan can do for your practice and game performance.  
Game day food choices are very important however, most of the energy you will use in a game comes 
from what you ate the day before a game (stored nutrition/energy), not what you ate the day of the 
game.   
 
Game day food choices are important because when playing hard your heart sends a lot of blood to your 
muscles instead of to your digestive system.  Some foods take 4-5 hours to digest.  If you choose foods 
that can’t digest quickly those wrong choices could cause stomach cramps/problems during play.  See 
suggestions on the backside. 
 
Tournament Nutrition Plan 

1-2 Days prior to Game Carb/Protein/Hydration Plan 

Drink plenty of water always, but especially 1-2 days prior to your game day (see info other side).   
**Daily Carb Loading/Healthy Protein Meals includes suggestions below: 
 

Pasta/Noodles    Tomato Sauce with Meat 
Rice (light on butter)   Lean Meat, Fish, Poultry 
Potatoes (regular or sweet potato) Cooked dried peas, beans or lentils 
Salad     Vegetables (stay away from broccoli night prior) 
Bread  Fruits (apples, oranges, grapefruit, grapes, watermelon, 

kiwi, etc) 

If you have an early morning match the next day eat a good dinner 
 (high carb and low/fat lean meat), and a bedtime ‘healthy’ snack the  
night before.   
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Day of Game 

 Morning game – what to eat for breakfast?   

Want a full breakfast the morning of your game you need to BE UP and eat at least 2 hours PRIOR to 
game so you can properly digest the food (milk/dairy not recommended).  Stick with pancakes, bagel, 
oatmeal, and fruit.  Stay away from sausage and bacon (fatty foods) which digests slow.  If it is less than 
1 to 1.5 hours prior to game time it is too late for breakfast...choose instead a ‘snack’ choices such as 
banana, breakfast cereal bars, graham crackers... no dairy! 

 BETWEEN GAMES (same day): 

HYRDRATE ALL DAY!  Drink water and electrolyte replacement. 
 
AVOID these hard to digest foods if less than 4 hours between games:  Pizza, cooked meat (like 
hamburger), beans, French fries, spicy foods, high fatty foods, chips.   
 

 Do you have only 2 to 4 hours between games? 
Hydrate! Pancakes with fruit and light syrup are a fantastic refueling meal when you only have a few hours 
before the next game, or pack a healthy cold meat sandwich (white bread) to eat; fruits; nuts; bagel.   
 

 Do you have LESS than 2 hours between games? 
 
 Only 1.5 to 2 hours between games:   

Hydrate and stick to a small/light deli sandwich, Peanut Butter & Jelly, fruits, graham crackers, banana, 
bagel, or liquid smoothie.   

 
 Only 30 minutes to 1 hour between games: 

Hydrate and grab something like a half Peanut Butter & Jelly sandwich, a banana, oranges (good sugar 
replacement), graham crackers, cereal bar, dried fruit/raisins, Fig Newtons. Keep it light!  

 You have 5+ hours between games / or Post Game Prep for Next Day 

Hydrate and eat a high carb and low/fat lean meat meal.  (See above**.)    
 

Hydrate!  Get a good night sleep! Repeat! Good Luck! 
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Uniform Policy & Game Day Preparation 

Uniform Policy 

 

Whenever an Olympiacos Chicago player is in uniform, she is representing the Club and he/she should 

wear the uniform properly and with pride. Olympiacos Chicago reminds players of the importance of a 

dress code in meeting the Olympiacos F.C. professional behavior, performance, and appearance 

expectations in our assigned training sessions, games, tournaments, events, etc.  Olympiacos Chicago 

mandates that only the appropriate attire is worn by all its players during the pre-season, regular 

season, and post-season.  Any deviation from this uniform dress code shall be considered a violation of 

the Olympiacos Chicago uniform policy stated here and our website. 

Please visit our website to see what-to-wear-when. 

 Jerseys will always be tucked into shorts whenever you are wearing the uniform (not just 
during the game). Sliding pants should be the same color as the shorts and should not 
extend below the uniform shorts. 

 Uniform socks will be pulled up whenever you have them on. Shin guards must always be 
covered by socks. 

 Arrive at games fully dressed, with shoes on and tied. 

 Have your equipment bag with you at all practices and games. Put bags carefully in a row 
(numbers facing the field) on the sidelines at all games. Keep bags in a proper team location 
at practice. 

 Use saddle soap or leather protector on your shoes before every game; in other words, 
shine and take care of your shoes. 

  Bring your soccer ball to every practice and to every game. 

 Leave your rings, watches, necklaces, bracelets, earrings, other jewelry and hairpins (except 
for rubber bands or other elastic bands) at home or in your equipment bags. 

The following items should be kept in your equipment bag at all times: 

 All alternate uniforms 

 Soccer ball 

 Soccer shoes 

 Shin guards 

 Leather protector for shoes 

 Extra pair of socks 

 Hair repair items (girls) 

 Band aids, tape, bee sting ointment, Vaseline, sun screen, etc. ( as needed) 
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Game Day Preparation 
 

Soccer is a very demanding sport. Your player can be prepared to do their best, to help their team, and 

less likely to suffer injury, if they observe a few basic guidelines: 

 Avoid spend-the-night parties on the night before a game. More than a few soccer games 
have been knowingly "forfeited" the night before the soccer match. Fatigue as a result of 
too little sleep also raises the risk of injury. 

 Build up body fluid before the game. Start drinking water as much as 24 hours before the 
game, and try to take in as much proper fluid as possible right up to game time.  

 Eat sensibly, especially on the day of a game. For instance, milk, peanuts or carbonated 
drinks before a game will shorten a player's wind. 

 Half-time refreshments should be limited to a moderate amount of water, or perhaps a very 
diluted Gatorade-type drink. Too much water, or any kind of food and drink containing 
sugar, will cause the blood to leave the muscles and travel to the stomach, causing your 
player to be sluggish in the second half.  

 Make certain that you have proper equipment, and bring them to each practice and game. 
Proper fitting shoes and shin guards are essential. Watches, jewelry, and barrettes should be 
left at home or in your Olympiacos Chicago bag. The uniform policy is set out in detail in this 
Handbook. 

  Arrive at each game in plenty of time to warm-up properly (30 minutes before). The team 
manager will provide your team with a game schedule which will list the "Game Time" for 
each game. Please leave home in time to have your child at the game, fully dressed, and 
ready to warm-up substantially prior to game time. A pre-game warm-up to get an 
abundant flow of blood to the muscles, followed by sensible, slow stretching activities 
designed to increase flexibility and minimize the possibility of muscle pulls or injury, are of 
vital importance. It is estimated that about 1/3 of all sports injuries now occur in children 
age 5 to 14. Give your player every opportunity to avoid being a part of that statistic. 

 Be active in other areas, such as swimming and biking that build stamina and strength. It can 
help to ward off injuries. 

 Treat minor injuries promptly and properly. For muscle strains and bruises, remember the 
principle of "R-I-C-E" -- Rest, Ice, Compression and Elevation. Your team should arrange to 
have ice available at every game for quick application to twisted ankles or knees. Let your 
coach know before practice or a game of any condition that might affect your ability to play. 
Seek early medical help for physical problems that persist. Do not practice or play if you 
have reason to believe that it may aggravate an injury. 

 Call in advance to tell your Coach if you will miss a practice or game.   
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Player Tryouts & Evaluation Process 
  
In order to provide players with the most fun and best possible development environment, we believe 
that they should be playing with (and against) players of similar ability.  It is the objective of the Club to 
try and group players and to organize teams based on skill and ability. 

In order to group players by ability, they must be evaluated.  Olympiacos Chicago evaluates players and 
selects teams based on a combination of Season Evaluations and Tryout Evaluations.  The process is 
designed to be as thorough, accurate and fair as possible, while keeping costs, administrative burden 
and volunteer parent time commitment at reasonable levels. 

When grouping players and assigning them to a team, the following factors are considered: 

 If the player is an active Olympiacos Chicago player, his/her performance during the past 
season 

 The player’s commitment to the program as reflected by practice and game attendance 

 The relative ranking and evaluation the player receives from the trainers and coaches from 
the in-season evaluations as well as the tryout evaluation 

 Skills evaluated include, but are not limited to: individual possession, group possession, 
attacking, defending as well as physical and psychological considerations 

 Other relevant factors such as a player’s effort and overall attitude are also included 

 Tryout Evaluations 

 Tryouts are held each spring for each age group (typically in April or May) – thus giving all 
players an equal opportunity each spring to demonstrate their abilities in an unbiased and 
thorough tryout. Tryouts are also held in the Fall (typically in October) for High School 
teams. 

 Tryouts are publicized on the Club website and via correspondence through our existing club 
members including our Olympiacos Chicago development program and various other 
efforts. 

 Tryout dates are scheduled in accordance with the NISL (our parent league) rules 

 Our goal is to give each player the opportunity to participate in a tryout session 

 Players are evaluated by professional trainers for individual skills as well as group play small-
sided drills and exercises 

 Efforts are made to ensure that players play with and against different players over the 
course of the tryouts 

 Players are evaluated for skill, athleticism and attitude  
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Season Evaluations 

The director of coaching and the coaching staff will conduct evaluations throughout the season and will 
send out a end of season report that will show improvement and areas where the players may want to 
concentrate on to improve and develop their skills. All of the evaluations will be sent out directly to the 
players. 

 Each Coach evaluates each player on their team each season using consistent and 
comparable evaluation forms. 

 Players are evaluated for skill, athleticism, attitude, team commitment etc. 

 The coaches also have the option of providing brief comments about each player 

 
Intra-Season Player Requests 

 Tryout evaluations and team selection is an annual process that takes place in the Spring 
(May and June) for team selection for the upcoming Fall and Spring NISL  seasons.  On 
occasion, new players that did not attend the annual Olympiacos Chicago tryouts may 
request to be added to an Olympiacos Chicago team.  Any new player requests will be 
considered by the Olympiacos Chicago board on a case by case basis.  The outcome of the 
request will depend on several factors including the timing of the request as well as the 
number of teams, players, roster size and the age group in question.   
 

 New players do not get to choose what team they would like to join. If there are multiple 
teams at a given age group, the club at its discretion, may arrange for an in-season player 
evaluation in order to determine the most appropriate team placement for the player and 
for the club as a whole.  As mentioned previously in this handbook, it is the objective of the 
Club to try and group players and to organize teams based on skill and ability level so that 
players can play with and against players of similar ability.   
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Registration and Fees 
 

 The Club is administratively responsible for registering each of its teams.  Each player on an Olympiacos 

Chicago travel team is simultaneously registered with the NISL and the United States Youth Soccer 

Association, which registration is evidenced by a picture ID card retained by the coach and required to 

be shown to the referee before each game.  Registration fees for each team are paid by the players on 

the team to the Club through an online registration process, which allows parents to pay such fees by 

credit card.  Alternatively, parents may register their children online and separately provide to the Club 

Treasurer Checks made payable to “Olympiacos Chicago”.  The Club is responsible for paying the team 

registration fees to the NISL. 

 Instructions for completing the online registration process are available on the Olympiacos Chicago 

website at www.olympiacoschicago.com.  Questions about registration may be directed to the Club 

Registrar.  In addition to completing the online registration process each year and paying the annual 

registration and membership fee (and any other uniform or equipment fees), all players must complete 

and provide to the Club Registrar a Medical Release Form that includes customary consents for medical 

treatment and legal disclaimers.  Coaches should forward the original Medical Release Forms to the Club 

Registrar and maintain copies in the event of an injury during a game or practice session.  In addition to 

the Medical Release Form, new players must provide to the Club Registrar a copy of a birth certificate.  

Through the registration process, parents agree to abide by the rules of the NISL including rules 

governing parental behavior at games and practices.  Each parent, player, coach must review the 

Olympiacos Chicago Code of Conduct. 

Each player on a travel team pays registration fees to the Club that cover Club-related expenses 

including team registration fees, equipment, NISL insurance and others (please visit our website for 

more details).  On alternative years (i.e. every 2 years) all registered players must purchase new club 

uniforms and parents are responsible for paying for their uniforms (i.e. home jersey, away jersey, shorts 

and socks).  The Board reviews the Club’s budget on an annual basis to ensure that the registration fee 

structure reflects the expenses anticipated to be incurred by the Club for player participation and 

operational expenses.  Financial aid is available through the Olympiacos Chicago Scholarship in cases 

where a family might otherwise have difficulty paying for travel team cost. 
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Coach Selection & Training 

 
Coach Selection 

All new coaching candidates are required to submit to the Club a Coaching Resume and, if requested by 

the Board, to submit to interviews.  All coaches can be removed at any time, at the discretion of the 

Board.    

Coaching Education 

All coaches of Olympiacos Chicago travel teams must also be registered with, and have a valid picture ID 

card from the NISL.  All coaches of Olympiacos Chicago travel teams must have a licensing equivalent of 

the USSF “E” license. All coaches are subject to a background check and must attend an American Red 

Cross First Aid/CPR/AED Certified – Adult & Pediatric course once every two years.  

All Olympiacos Chicago coaches are encouraged to attend more advanced coaching courses and to 

achieve more advanced coaching certifications.  Coaches are responsible to ensure that an Olympiacos 

Chicago certified coach is present at all games, and that parents and others who do not have active 

Olympiacos Chicago coaches passes remain on the spectator side of the playing field and do not coach 

during games.  Parents selected to manage the flag during games are not permitted to coach while 

performing those duties (when referees are not present). 

Coach Evaluations 

To receive direct feedback from parents and players, the Club will distribute to each registered player a 

Coach Evaluation Form, a copy of which will be available on the Club’s website (future).  Coaches are 

evaluated on a number of items including, but not limited to, their ability to teach skills effectively, 

employ positive coaching principles and treat each child fairly. 
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Compliance     

Grievance Procedures 

 

It is the Board’s strong preference that conflicts be managed immediately among the parties involved. 

Parents are encouraged to talk over their problems directly with the coach in the first instance and then 

to the Olympiacos Chicago officers. 

The Board will hear any grievances, appeals and protests relating to the administration of the Club.  

These grievance procedures will address allegations of misconduct and/or abuse of discretion by 

Olympiacos Chicago coaches, players and parents of players within the Club, as well as complaints 

against referees, and Olympiacos Chicago officials and/or coaches.  These grievance procedures may not 

be utilized to address inequities in playing time on particular Olympiacos Chicago teams.  

To be considered by the Board, a grievance must be submitted to the Board in writing (via email to the 

Club President) and must include a concise statement of the facts, participants and basis for the 

grievance.  Within a reasonable period after receipt of a grievance, in its discretion and in a manner it 

deems appropriate, the Board will receive additional information from the grievant and other relevant 

parties.  Where requested by the grievant and to the extent practicable under the circumstances, a 

grievance may be handled by the Board without disclosing the identity of the grievant.  On the basis of 

the information received, the Board will direct appropriate remedial and/or disciplinary action. This 

decision will be communicated to the grievant and all relevant parties in writing.  All determinations by 

the Board shall be final.  

Player Expulsion 

 

It is the player’s responsibility to pay for fees accrued by a red card violation. The parent(s) of the player 

will need to work with the league (NISL) to pay the fee. Olympiacos Chicago will then assist the parents 

by picking up the player’s pass from the league’s offices.  
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Other 

Weather, Cancellations and Rescheduling 

 

Soccer games may be played regardless of the weather conditions. Games will only be canceled if the 

fields are not in playable condition. The Club will communicate the status of games and fields through 

TEAMSTUFF. The club and coaches will make every effort to re-schedule games called for weather or 

any other reason. 

Please remember that, although it may be raining in your part of town, it may not be raining at the 

Olympiacos Chicago practice fields. Please check the Weather channel, or with your Team Manager 

when in doubt. The Head Coach should call the Team Manager to report rain-outs. When in doubt, 

please show up for practice.  

Tournaments 

 

Tournaments are a major part of our program here at Olympiacos it is important for the players to 
understand the role they play as a solidified unit to work towards a common goal. This is also very 
important as a club to not only showcase the team, program, and club teams but also to represent the 
honor of the club. As part of the travel program tournaments play a major role in the development 
process. The club will try to participate in 2 tournaments in fall and in spring and may enter into 
additional competitive programs if felt needed by the director of coaching. 

Because of the importance of tournament play to the development of a team, all Olympiacos Chicago 
players are expected to participate. This means that all players will share in team tournament expenses, 
unless they are injured and cannot attend. To aid you in planning, you should know that there are 
several major tournaments which take place every year and in which Olympiacos Chicago teams 
participate. Please plan your player’s schedule so as to allow them to be available to participate in these 
tournaments. 

NOTE: Tournaments will allow players to participate on one team only – compared to players that can 
play on multiple teams during league play.  

Drug & Alcohol Policy 

 
It is the firm commitment of Olympiacos Chicago to take an active role in the prevention of drug and 
alcohol abuse. Our policy is no drugs, no alcohol, no smoking and no destructive behavior. We will 
involve ourselves with the player and parents any time that a situation has an impact on our Club or its 
members. It is important that we be able to trust our players to obey Club rules, because of the 
responsibilities that we assume when we travel. Violation of this policy may be the basis for suspension 
or dismissal from the team, or for requiring that a player return home early from an out-of -town 
tournament. As our players get older, they are expected to be positive role models for the younger 
players, not only on the soccer field, but in all areas of social behavior.  
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Concussions 

 

To help ensure the health and safety of young athletes, CDC developed the Heads Up: Concussion in 
Youth Sports initiative to offer information about concussions to coaches, parents, and athletes involved 
in youth sports. The Heads Up initiative provides important information on preventing, recognizing, and 
responding to a concussion. 

When in doubt we will sit them out - Olympiacos Soccer Club Chicago will not allow any player to 
continue playing a game if they have suffered a head injury. The coach will assess the player and will not 
allow him to play for the rest of the game. 

We strongly recommend you become familiar with the following website:  
 
http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/youthsports/parents.html 

But most importantly download and have the following Fact Sheet available:  

http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/pdfs/youthsports/parents_eng.pdf 

http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/pdfs/youthsports/esp/youth_sports_parents_fact_sheet_spanish_v3_508
.pdf 

Fund Raising 

 

Soccer rightfully enjoys a reputation as a sport less costly than many others.  And yet, when you reach 
the level of travel soccer, you necessarily begin to experience the need for better facilities, the cost of 
traveling to and playing in tournaments, extra uniform costs, more and better shoes, and so on. 

The battle to meet the rising costs of building and sustaining a top flight soccer program is constant.  On 
a few occasions, we have benefited from the generosity of contributing businesses and individual 
friends of the Club. We need that type of special financial assistance on an ongoing basis.  If you or your 
company could help us in meeting this challenge, please let us hear from you.  Olympiacos Chicago is a 
For-Profit-Organization but we also have a Section 501(c)(3) non-profit arm called Olympiacos USA 
Foundation and your contributions to the Club are tax deductible. 

Teams are encouraged to explore fund raising possibilities that will help defray the cost of tournament 
travel and play. At the same time, the club has an interest in assuring that fund raising efforts do not 
conflict with club activities or policies, or with the activities of other Olympiacos Chicago teams. As a 
result, all fund raising activities should be cleared in advance with the club. 

Volunteer Opportunities 

 
There will be plenty of opportunities to volunteer for the club. There will be a set hours of requirement 
volunteer time.  

http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/youthsports/parents.html
http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/pdfs/youthsports/parents_eng.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/pdfs/youthsports/esp/youth_sports_parents_fact_sheet_spanish_v3_508.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/pdfs/youthsports/esp/youth_sports_parents_fact_sheet_spanish_v3_508.pdf
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Insurance Coverage 

 

Players in any athletic activity can suffer injury. Olympiacos Chicago provides insurance coverage for 

registered players, and coaches. THE OLYMPIACOS CHICAGO POLICY IS A TERTIARY INSURANCE POLICY 

(LEAGUE INSURANCE PROVIDED BY NISL IS SECONDARY) THAT PAYS ANY CLAIM, OR PART OF A CLAIM, 

THAT IS NOT PAID BY THE INJURED PLAYER'S NORMAL CARRIER. Coverage begins at registration and is in 

effect for practice and games for the entire season, including and post-season league-sanctioned play. 

COACHES SHOULD NEVER ALLOW PLAYERS TO PRACTICE WITH THEIR TEAM UNTIL THEY HAVE BEEN 

PROPERLY REGISTERED AND ASSIGNED WITH OLYMPIACOS CHICAGO. THERE WILL BE NO NISL OR 

OLYMPIACOS CHICAGO COVERAGE UNTIL THAT TIME. 

 


